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Abstract

The characteristics of seismic energy releasing for oceanic subduction and continental collision or subduction zones were

explored by a proposed observational approach based on contour maps of seismic energy release on both horizontal and vertical

planes, magnitude–energy curve and magnitude–energy–time relationship. It was found that distinct features of energy-

releasing behavior exist for the two types of subduction. The oceanic subduction tends to have a more active background noise

by continuously emitting small magnitude earthquakes and to release energy from a wider range of depth owing to the existence

of subducted plate. On the other hand, surficial strata of a continental subduction tend to release almost all of the seismic energy

through a major earthquake with relatively much less long-term noise. Meanwhile, several seismic gaps have been found based

on the proposed release energy contour. Together with the tectonic framework and the regional geologic setting, these gaps

potentially may involve aseismic zones (e.g., accretionary deposit) or zones awaiting to release its accumulated energy (e.g., the

upper crust). The quite zones prone to yielding major earthquakes are accordingly highlighted for a further study. D 2002

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In an active seismic zone, the total amount of

energy released is of interest. On the other hand,

how this total amount of energy is released, e.g.,

whether in many small earthquakes or in a single,

strong earthquake, is of great significance for human

society and for engineering design and corresponding

codes as well.

Taiwan is characterized with complex geological

structures and frequent earthquakes, resulted from the

oblique convergence of Philippine Sea plate toward

the Eurasian plate at Taiwan (Angelier et al., 1986;

Biq, 1989; Ho, 1986; Lallemand and Tsien, 1997; Lu

and Malavieille, 1994; Lu et al., 1995; Suppe, 1984).

Essentially, two types of subduction zones exist

around Taiwan: two oceanic subduction zones around

the northeastern and the southern Taiwan and one

continental collision or subduction zone around the

middle Taiwan (Lallemand, 2000). These two types of

subduction zones exhibit distinct features of seismic

energy releasing as will be presented in later section

of this paper.
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On the other hand, two extensive networks of

seismological monitoring stations have been setup to

monitor the seismic energy releasing, and tremendous

amount of seismological data have been recorded,

especially over the past three decades (Wang and

Shin, 1998).

Based on events occurred in the vicinity of Taiwan

over the past three decades, this study aims to identify

the energy-releasing characteristics of subduction

zones with emphasis on the potentiality for the occur-

rence of large-magnitude earthquakes in the regions

studied. To achieve this aim, an observational techni-

que is accordingly proposed to examine the energy-

releasing behavior of the regions studied.

1.1. Geological setting of Taiwan

The Taiwan mountain belt is located at the oblique

convergent boundary of the Eurasian plate (EUP) and

the Philippine Sea plate (PSP) as shown in Figs. 1 and

2. The PSP is mainly oceanic in nature, and the EUP

is continental in general except that it also includes an

oceanic crust in the abyssal part of the South China

Sea (Lallemand, 2000; Lallemand et al., 2001). Fur-

thermore, a third tectonic unit, the Peikang basement

High (PKH), a continental part of EUP, exists in the

mid-southern Taiwan as shown in Fig. 2. The neo-

tectonic activity indicates that the southern foreland

thrust belt of Taiwan (the Western Foothills) is

impeded by this basement high, which not only results

in S-shaped fault lines, but also induces significant

earthquake events (Tang, 1977; Lu, 1994; Lu and

Malavieille, 1994). This third unit is small in size

compared to the first two tectonic units; however, it

accounts for the occurrence of several devastating

earthquakes in the Western Foothills and thus cau-

tiously requires attention (Wang et al., 2000).

The Philippine Sea plate has subducted beneath the

Eurasian plate along the Ryukyu trench and, mean-

while, has been overriding by the crust of the South

China Sea along the Manila trench since late Cenozoic

to the present (Angelier et al., 1986; Biq, 1989; Ho,

1986; Lallemand and Tsien, 1997; Lu and Malavieille,

1994; Lu et al., 1995; Suppe, 1984). The subduction

of these plates results in the major geological units of

Taiwan, from west to east, include: the Coastal Plain,

the Western Foothills, the Hsuehshan Range, the

Backbone Range, the Meso/Paleozoic Basement and

the Coastal Range as shown in Fig. 2. The Luzon Arc

collided with the Eurasian plate in early Pliocene and

formed the Taiwan mountain belt through a series of

uplifting, metamorphism, faulting and folding, re-

Fig. 1. Configuration of plate subduction around Taiwan (modified after Angelier et al., 1986). PSP=Philippine Sea plate; EUP=Eurasian plate.
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ferred to as the Penglai Orogeny of the Taiwan

mountain belt. To date, being the major tectonic

activity of the Taiwan mountain belt, the Philippine

Sea plate still moves in the N55jW direction, at the

rate of 7 cm/year, and collides with the Eurasian

continental margin (Seno, 1977). Numerical simula-

tion of the plate convergence around Taiwan indicates

that significant strain energy has been built up in the

vicinity of Peikang basement High as shown in Fig. 3

(Jeng et al., 1996). The result of numerical analysis

indicates that the impediment of the northwest move-

ment of the surficial strata by the Peikang basement

High accounts for such local concentration of strain

energy.

Fig. 2. Main stratigraphic units of Taiwan (modified after Ho, 1986; Biq, 1989; Lu and Malavieille, 1994). CC: Chiuchih Fault, CK: Chukou

Fault, CYL: Chenyulanchi Fault, FR: Frontal Range Thrust, FT: Foothill Thrust, LO: Loshan Fault, LS: Lishan Fault, MTL: Matalanchi Fault,

PKH: Peikang basement high; TL: Tili Fault; YS: Yushan, HS: Hsuehshan.
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1.2. Earthquake background of Taiwan

Given the frequent earthquake in Taiwan, an

extensive network of seismic stations has been

accordingly setup to monitor the release of energy.

A total of 707 seismological stations, with locations

marked in Fig. 4(b), have been installed over the past

three decades and form two networks: the Central

Weather Bureau Seismological Network (CWBSN;

operated by the Seismological Observation Center of

the CWB, Taiwan) and the Taiwan Telemetered Seis-

mological Network (operated by the Institute of Earth

Science, Academia Sinica, Taiwan). From this data-

base, the events that occurred during the period from

1973/01/01 to 2000/05/31 are analyzed in this

research. The total number of these events exceeds

200,000 and 58 of them have Richter-magnitudes

(ML) greater than or equal to 6.

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the distribution of the epicen-

ters with ML being equal to or greater than 3. A

Fig. 3. Distribution of strain energy induced by impediment of Peikang basement High against oblique convergence (after Jeng et al., 1996). The

induced strain energy is presented in terms of relative strain energy ratio, which is made by normalizing the strain energy of each contour with

the magnitude of strain energy of the outmost contour.
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comparison of the distribution of epicenters (Fig. 4)

with the geological structure of Taiwan (Fig. 2) reveals

the close connection of the earthquake events with the

neotectonic activity (e.g., plate subduction near the

northeastern Taiwan and to the south of Taiwan) and

the geological structure (e.g., a seismic zone adjacent

to the east of the Peikang basement High).

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the statistics of the earthquake

events, which have occurred in the vicinity of Taiwan

during the observed period. A total of 208,617 events

have been recorded and the epicenters of 81% events

located with a margin of error equal to or smaller than

5 km for both horizontal and vertical planes (Tsai and

Wu, 1997).

The magnitudes of earthquakes are estimated by

three-component short-period digital seismographs

with an error range of ML= 0.21, which was obtained

by jointly comparing the magnitudes measured from

other systems (Shin, 1993; Wang et al., 1989; Wu et

al., 2001).

Based on the analysis of seismic data in the Taiwan

area by Shin (1993), the following relationship was

adopted in converting earthquake magnitude to energy

released:

logE ¼ 8:7þ 1:96 ML ð1Þ

where E is the seismic energy (erg).

Fig. 4. (a) Distribution of epicenters within global Taiwan area. The geological structures are from Lallemand and Tsien (1997) and Lallemand et

al. (2001). The epicenters plotted are from events, with magnitude equal to or greater than 3 on the Richter scale, which occurred during the

period from 1973/01/02 to 2000/05/31. (b) The location of monitoring stations.
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In terms of seismic energy released, more than

96% of seismic energy was released in the form of

strong earthquakes (MLz 6). It seems that most of the

seismic energy released is in the form of strong

earthquakes where the global Taiwan is concerned.

However, after detailed observation of the sub-areas

of global Taiwan, it has been found that zones with

different geological features exhibit different patterns,

in the magnitude aspect and the time-variation aspect,

of seismic energy release.

Studies on the focal mechanism of the major

earthquakes around Taiwan have also been exten-

sively conducted, which enables a more detailed

understanding of the current fault movements or

fractures and, accordingly, provides a clearer scenario

regarding the current tectonic activities in this area

(Kao and Chen, 2000; Kao and Rau, 1999; Kao et al.,

1998a,b, 2000; Lin, 2000; Lin and Roecker, 1993;

Pezzopane and Wesnousky, 1989; Rau et al., 1996;

Wu, 1978; Wu et al., 1997; Yeh et al., 1991).

1.3. Map of seismic energy

Sometimes it is difficult to identify the character-

istics in energy releasing of seismo-genetic zones, if

simply by a map like Fig. 4. A map like Fig. 4 exhibits

the following disadvantages.

(1) The more events, the more difficult in identify-

ing seismic zones. The more events that are included,

although such inclusiveness makes the map inherently

more representative, the more difficult it is for the

reader to identify which zone has more events. A total

of 46,874 earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from

3 to 7 are crowded into Fig. 4, not to mention that

another 161,743 events with magnitudes less than 3

have not yet been included in the same figure.

(2) The area where more events have occurred does

not necessary represent more seismic energy released.

It is difficult for readers to visually judge in which

area more energy has been released.

Therefore, a method better presenting the distribu-

tion of seismic energy was proposed by Båth (1979,

1982), in which the energy of each event, calculated

on the basis of a magnitude–energy relationship, is

obtained first; the total sum of energy released from

events located within a block (or a circle) is then

determined by adding up the energy of each events.

This total sum of energy within a block is then

converted to a magnitude, designated as ‘‘cumulative

magnitude’’ M̂L and ascribed to the center point of

each block. Finally, a map of cumulative magnitude

distribution can be obtained by moving the block over

the area concerned. Such type of map has been

applied to explore the relation of seismic energy

distribution with tectonic structures (Muc� o, 1998;

Hollnack and Stangl, 1998).

Fig. 5. Statistics of earthquakes which occurred from 1973 to 2000

in the Taiwan area. (a) Number of events of each magnitude and (b)

corresponding seismic energy released from each magnitude. The

percentage of seismic energy released from each magnitude to the

total released energy is also indicated in (b).
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This method has the following characteristics (Båth,

1982): (1) it smoothes the discontinuous-point nature

of the seismic events and converts the point-distribu-

tion to a regional distribution of released energy (the

cumulative magnitude); (2) the variation of the selected

energy indicator M̂L is neither too small nor too large in

presenting the energy released through various magni-

tudes. Based on Båth’s method, the cumulative magni-

tude map of Taiwan can be obtained as shown in Fig. 6,

in which the total seismic energy within a circle of 5 km

is ascribed to the center of the circle.

As seismic energy is a straightforward, quantitative

measure indicating the impact of earthquakes, a map

of seismic energy distribution was also obtained using

an analogous technique as depicted in Fig. 6. To

obtain Fig. 7, the total amount of seismic energy,

converted from magnitude using Eq. (1), within a

circle of 5 km in radius was assigned the center of the

circle. As a greater circle may result in a greater total

amount of energy, the total amount energy is then

divided by the area of the circle to compensate for the

influence of circle size. Therefore, the result yielded

gives a unit of energy per area, which represents the

regional distribution of ‘‘energy-releasing density’’.

In Fig. 6, greater cumulative magnitude is found

along the subduction regions (to the northeast and to

the south of Taiwan) and to the east of the Peikang

basement High. Remarkably, the curved-belt pattern

Fig. 6. Map of cumulative magnitude distribution over Taiwan. This map is constructed on the basis of a total of 169,550 events which occurred

from 1973 to 2000 in Taiwan area, with errors of location less than or equal to 5 km. The radius of the circle for computing cumulative energy is

5 km.
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of seismic energy distribution in the proximity of

Peikang basement High is consistent with the predic-

tion by Jeng et al. (1996), by comparing Fig. 3 with

Fig. 7. This reflects the close interconnection of

seismic energy release with geological structure. On

the other hand, such type of seismic energy map

exhibits merits in quantifying seismic energy induced

by a particular geological structure.

2. Behavior of energy release

Over the past 100 years, several major earthquakes

have occurred in Taiwan and caused tremendous loss

of lives and properties (Chang et al., 1998). In

addition to those deep earthquakes from a subducted

plate, the major earthquakes in the Western Foothills,

which are onshore earthquakes, shallow in depth,

resulting from continental collision or subduction,

are devastating and, therefore, of concern. By compar-

ing the seismic behavior, the distinct features of

seismic energy releasing from different types of sub-

duction are then highlighted.

2.1. Selection of studied areas

The contour of seismic energy shown by Fig. 7

provides a more accurate picture of where more energy

has been released as compared with that shown by Fig.

4. Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 6, the major seismic

zones indicated by these two figures are consistent.

Based on Fig. 7 and the tectonic framework of Taiwan,

three major seismic zones are selected for further

observation.

Fig. 7. Map of released seismic energy of Taiwan. This map is constructed on the basis of the same seismic data used in yielding Fig. 6. The

radius of the circle for computing cumulative energy is 5 km.
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(1) A zone near northeastern Taiwan (marked by

Box A in Fig. 7), where the Philippine Sea plate

subducts the Eurasian plate. It is found that the focal

depth in this region ranges from 1 to 300 km (cf. Figs.

8 and 13).

(2) A zone to the southeast of Taiwan (marked by

Box B in Fig. 7), which is the northern end of the

Luzon arc, which is formed due to the subduction of

the South China Sea crust under the Philippine Sea

plate. The focal depth also ranges from 1 to 200 km

(cf. Figs. 8 and 14) due to the subduction activity.

(3) A zone in middle Taiwan (marked by Box C in

Fig. 7), which is part of the Western Foothills. In this

zone, the surficial strata (with a thickness ranging

from 5 to 20 km, cf. Figs. 8 and 15) is compressed by

the convergence of the Philippine Sea plate from the

east and hindered by the Peikang basement High at

the west. Consequently, a significant amount of

Fig. 8. Location of areas studied. Zones A, B and C are centered by the lines AAV, BBV and CCV, with a width of 40 km. The radius of the circle

for computing cumulative energy is 5 km. The length of each profile (unit = km) is also marked in each line segment.
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energy is accumulated and eventually released. The

focal depth in this region is less than 50 km (cf. Figs.

8 and 15) for almost all of the events.

In view of subduction being the major cause

inducing seismic activity in Taiwan area, three zones,

A, B and C (centered by line segments AAV, BBV and

CCV with a width of 40 km) as indicated in Fig. 8.

Zones A and B have been identified as oceanic

subduction (Lallemand, 2000) and Zone C has been

identified as continental subduction (Lallemand,

2000) or as ‘‘collision without subduction’’ (Wu et

al., 1997).

2.2. Time variation of energy release

To observe the release of energy along time, this

research used a method similar to that used to produce

the map of released energy. At a particular time, t0, the

total energy is calculated for the events occurring

during t0FDt/2 and ascribed to t0. As a greater time

interval used in determining total amounts of energy

gives higher totals, dividing the total amount of

energy by the time interval (Dt) gives the ‘‘rate of

energy release’’. Meanwhile, when comparison is

made for different zones, an identical Dt should be

used for comparison purposes.

The time variations of rate of energy release for the

three zones are shown in Fig. 9. In spite of the major

earthquakes (e.g., MLz 6 or Ez 2.88� 107 MJ),

Zone A also has greatest amount of energy continu-

ously released. It continuously releases energy at a

rate of 1�106F 1 MJ per year, compared to the rates

of 1�104 F 1 and 1�105 for Zones B and C,

respectively. In a long-term aspect (Wallace et al.,

1984; Scholz, 1990; Sykes et al., 1999), this contin-

uously release of seismic energy seems to represent a

long-term ‘‘background noise’’ of a particular area. If

so, Zone A appears to be the noisiest ground among

the three zones. However, the noisiest ground is not

necessary the ground which would release the greatest

amount of energy. On the other hand, a seemly least

noisy ground does not necessary represent an aseismic

zone. Fig. 10 depicts the accumulation of seismic

energy over time, namely the Benioff graph (Hamd-

ache, 1998). It can be seen that Zone C, although is a

quiet ground when compared to Zone A, has released

the greatest amount of energy over the past three

decades (1.62� 1010 MJ; Table 1). Based on the

Fig. 9. Time variation of seismic energy released in the zones

studied. The events recorded in Zones A, B and C are 57,464, 2178

and 11,909, respectively. The time interval (Dt) is 0.1 year.
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Benioff graph, the mean annual energy release rate

(expressed in terms of magnitude) and the maximum

magnitude, which can possibly be released through

one single event, can be obtained and expressed in

terms of magnitude as M1 and Mmax, respectively

(Hamdache, 1998). As summarized in Table 1, Zone

C tends to have a greatest mean annual energy release

rate (M1 = 6.7) and the greatest variation of energy

release (Mmax = 7.36).

2.3. Release of energy over magnitudes

As the total sum of released energy is calculated for

the magnitudes ranging from 0 to M, this total energy

increases as the upper bound M increases. Fig. 11(a)

shows the variation of accumulated energy over

magnitudes for the three zones studied.

As far as small to medium earthquakes (ML < 6) are

concerned, Zone A has the greatest amount of energy

(4.15� 108 MJ; Table 1). This resulted from the fact

that Zone A behaves as the ‘‘noisiest’’ ground among

the three zones. Remarkably, although differed in the

quantities of accumulated energy, the curves of the

three zones are almost parallel to each other for

magnitudes ranging from 3 to 5 (small to medium

earthquakes). The pattern of background noise seems

to be related to the interface friction (or roughness) of

subducted plate, lithology, age of plate, velocity of

convergence, etc., and requires further exploration

(e.g., Kostoglodov and Ponce, 1994; Tanioka et al.,

1997).

If the accumulated energy is further normalized by

the total amount of released energy in each zone, theFig. 10. The Benioff graph of the observed zones.

Table 1

Characteristics of energy release of the three studied zones

Characteristics Zone A Zone B Zone C

Total energy

released (MJ)

1.84� 109 1.76� 108 1.62� 1010

M1 6.21 5.69 6.70

Mmax 6.84 6.31 7.36

Energy released from

ML < 6 (MJ)

4.15� 108 1.77� 108 6.04� 107

Percentage of energy

released from ML < 6

22.6% 34.4% 1.1%

(1) The period of observation is from 01/01/1973 to 05/31/2000

(i27.41 years).

(2) All events, with a margin of error in locality greater than 5 km in

either horizontal or vertical direction, are excluded.
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percentage of energy released through magnitude from

0 to M can be obtained as illustrated in Fig. 11(b). It

can be seen that, compared to the continental subduc-

tion zone, the oceanic subduction zones have a greater

portion of energy released in the form of medium to

small earthquakes (22.6% and 34.4% of Zones A and

B, respectively, compared to 1% of Zone C).

2.4. Magnitude–energy–time relationship

If both the magnitude and the time variation of

energy releasing are taken into consideration, an

energy–magnitude–time relationship can be obtained

as shown in Fig. 12. To obtain Fig. 12, the energy

Fig. 11. Cumulation of released energy over magnitudes. The

magnitude interval (DM) is 0.1. The accumulated energy released by

magnitudes ranging from 0 to ML is shown in (a). The percentage of

accumulated energy released by magnitudes ranging from 0 toML is

shown in (b).

Fig. 12. Time variation of energy released at various magnitudes.

The time and magnitude intervals (Dt and DM) are 0.1 year and 0.1,

respectively.
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released within a specific time interval (DT= 0.1 year)

and magnitude interval (DM = 0.1 in Richter scale)

was obtained and plotted over magnitude and time

span.

Fig. 12 elucidates the behavior of the energy

release in terms of magnitudes over the time span.

In a long-term point of view (Wallace et al., 1984), it

can be seen that Zones A and B tend to release seismic

energy from time to time, while Zone C tends to be

quiet most of the time and then suddenly releases a

huge amount of energy, which has been accumulated

over a long period, in the form of a very strong

earthquake. Remarkably, the minor peak adjacent to

the major peak, shown in Fig. 12(c), is in fact the

energy released through aftershocks of the Chi-Chi

earthquake (Kao and Chen, 2000; Shin, 2000; Wang

et al., 2000). This earthquake was the most devastat-

ing earthquake for the last five decades in Taiwan,

with a death toll of 2505 human lives as well as

causing collapse of 51,392 houses and buildings and

the loss of US$12 billion in property damage (Wang

et al., 2000).

Based on the aforementioned observations, the

characteristics of energy release can be identified as

the follows.

(1) For the oceanic subduction zones, Zone A is

much active than Zone B.

(2) Zone C, the continental collision zone with or

without subduction, has generally released the greatest

amount of energy and almost all of its energy is

released in the form of a strong earthquake

(MLz 6). Zone C was quiet most of the time until a

major shock with a magnitude of 7.3 occurred at

1999/09/21.

Overall, the seismological information collected in

the last three decades indicates that a seemingly quiet

zone is not necessarily less dangerous and could be

more harmful than a zone which frequently releases

seismic energy. A quiet zone, observed in a particular

length of period, in fact represents either an aseismic

zone or a zone waiting to release a major earthquake,

which may often have a return period longer than the

observational period. For the second case, this ‘‘quiet

zone’’ in fact is a ‘‘seismic gap’’ and requires special

attention (Kanamori, 1981). For instance, the area

where Chi-Chi earthquake and its aftershocks

occurred is the right area where concentration of strain

energy is induced by neotectonic activity, according to

existing analysis (Jeng et al., 1996; Lu, 1994; Lu and

Malavieille, 1994). Therefore, an accurate judgment

regarding whether a quiet zone is a seismic gap

requires thorough understanding of the geological

backgrounds and its features of energy release.

3. Depth of earthquakes

Further investigation seeking insight into the

causes of the patterns of energy release may well

pinpoint the important role of geological factors. A

closer look into the profile of a particular subduction

zone, which illustrates the seismic energy released in

different local areas of this particular subducted zone,

shall help us to distinguish the seismological behavior

of the local areas.

The profiles of the released energy, the cumulative

magnitude and location of earthquake events of Zones

A, B and C are shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15,

respectively. To obtain these profiles, the location of

each event is first projected to the vertical plan

centered at each zone, plan AAV for Zone A, for

example (Figs. 8 and 13(a)). On this vertical plan, the

total energy of events located within a circle is

calculated and ascribed to the center of the circle.

Accordingly, contours of released energy and cumu-

lative magnitude can be obtained (Fig. 13(b) and (c))

for a particular profile.

As can be seen from Figs. 13 and 14, the subducted

plate is revealed by the hypocenter plots, energy

contour and cumulative magnitude contour. While in

Zone C, as depicted by Fig. 15, most events are

located within the crust at a depth of less than 50

km. Although some events occur at a depth greater

than 50 km, this kind of seismological data alone

cannot indicate the existence of a subducted plate. On

the other hand, if a breakout plate has fallen beneath

the crust, this breakout seems to emit very little

amount of seismic energy (Teng et al., 2000).

As far as the magnitude of earthquakes is con-

cerned, the crust tends to release earthquakes in a

wider range of magnitudes, including strong earth-

quakes, as shown in Fig. 16. The maximum magni-

tude of earthquake decreases with the increase of

depth and especially, almost no earthquakes with

MLz 6 could occur for depths greater than 50 km.

This phenomenon possibly resulted from the high
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temperature and the high-confining pressure at a great

depth since such environment enables ductile failure

instead of brittle fracture, unlike the brittle fracture of

the upper crust. If this phenomenon is representative,

deep earthquake seems to be less hazardous for

concerns in engineering aspects.

Remarkably, it is also found that lower limits of

magnitude detected increased with depth as shown in

Fig. 16. The increase in the distance traveled by a

seismic wave from the focus to the monitoring station

on the ground owing to a greater depth possibly

accounts for the inability to detect events with small

magnitudes. On the other hand, the ductile failure of

the subducted plate decreases the possibility of trig-

gering small magnitude earthquakes.

Near the crust of each zone, six ‘‘quiet zones’’ (or

seismic gaps) exist, marked as Zones 1 to 6 in Figs.

13(d), 14(d) and 15(d). Whether such a quiet zone is

Fig. 13. The distribution of released energy and the cumulative magnitude over a vertical profile AAV of Zone A. A total of 57,4643 events were

recorded within the period from 1973 to 2000 with an error smaller than 5 km. The intervals of distance and magnitude are 1 km and 0.1,

respectively. The distribution of hypocenters is shown in (a). (b–c) The distribution of the released energy and cumulative magnitude. A

schematic illustration of the plates is shown in (d). Quiet Zone 1 is identified.
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in fact an aseismic zone or a zone waiting to release a

strong earthquake is a matter of concern. Table 2

summarizes current interpretations from other

researchers or the author’s speculation about the

seismic activity of these quiet zones. These interpre-

tations or speculations are based on the assumption

that an accretionary prism is soft in nature and has less

tendency to accumulate strain energy during the

deformation process; while, on the other hand, brittle

fracture can be developed within the upper crust and

this can result in strong earthquakes (Byrne et al.,

1988). Meanwhile, the bathymetric and geophysical

data, including free-air gravity anomaly and seismic

reflection profile, have been incorporated in reaching

the interpretations (Deschamps et al., 1998; Jeng et

al., 1996; Lallemand et al., 2001; Lallemand and

Tsien, 1997; Lin, 2000; Lu, 1994; Lu and Malavieille,

1994).

4. Limitations of the observational approach

adopted

4.1. Sampling interval of time and magnitude

All the methods of observation in this work (two-

dimensional energy contour, time variation of energy

releasing, E–M curve as well as E–M–T or E–M–D

Fig. 14. The distribution of released energy and the cumulative magnitude over a vertical profile BBVof Zone B. A total of 2178 events were

recorded within the period from 1973 to 2000 with a margin of error for location smaller than 5 km. Two quiet zones, Zones 2 and 3, are

identified.
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relations) are based on ‘‘moving-block (or circle)’’

method. The size of the intervals (time, magnitude,

etc.) selected inherently affects the outcome of the

plotting. In general, a smaller interval results in not

only a smaller amount of total energy within the

interval, but a ‘‘sharper’’ distribution also. The latter

effect can be further demonstrated by considering a

one-dimensional function, whose distribution is

known, for instance, a normal distribution. Fig. 17

shows a comparison of computed distribution based

on intervals of various sizes in comparison to the

actual distribution. Assuming the actual distribution of

events over x is governed by a density function of

normal distribution, which has the following form:

f ðxÞ ¼ 1

r
ffiffiffiffi

2p
p exp½�ðx� lÞ2=2r2	; where l =mean and

r2 = variance. The mean and the variance of the actual

function are selected as 0.0 and 0.4, respectively, for

the actual distribution shown in Fig. 17.

As shown in Fig. 17, as the interval of summing

and averaging f(x), namely the Dx, increases, the more

wide-spreading the curve. Theoretically, the smaller

the interval, the more representative the actual distri-

bution is. However, an infinitely small interval would

lead to a discrete distribution similar to the epicenter

Fig. 15. The distribution of released energy and the cumulative magnitude over a vertical profile CCVof Zone C. A total of 11,909 events were

recorded within the period from 1973 to 2000 with a margin of error for location smaller than 5 km. Three quiet zones, Zones 4, 5 and 6, are

identified.
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plot shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, an interval that is too

small is not practically useful. As Taiwan’s records

show that the precision in locating an epicenter is

usually within 5 km, the smooth nature of the moving-

block method more or less compensates for the

uncertainty in the location of the epicenters.

Fig. 16. The variation of ‘‘energy released from each magnitude’’ along with the depths for the three zones studied.
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As to the time interval (0.1 year) and the magni-

tude interval (0.1), they are empirically determined on

the basis of the numbers of events available. It should

be noted that the intervals used for each plot should be

explicitly stated, so that comparison can be made on a

consistent basis.

4.2. Length of observation period

Yet another concern is raised, as the length of the

observation period available in this work is about 30

years, which seems to be not long enough. In view of

the fact that the return period of some strong earth-

quakes may exceed 100 years, this ‘‘30-year time

window’’ can be too short for a definitive exploration

of the actual energy-releasing behavior for a longer

period or possibly, for earthquakes with greater mag-

nitudes (e.g., greater than 8), and hence, the identified

pattern may not be representative. Whether a 30-year

observation period should be considered as long-term

or short-term depends on the magnitude and the return

period of the maximum earthquake of concern. For

engineering point of view, if the engineering structure

is designed to resist earthquake with a magnitude less

than 7 and the design life is 50 years, a 30-year period

of observation can be ‘‘long-term’’ according to the

Table 2

The geological background and the possibility of the occurrence of

strong earthquakes for quiet zones 1 to 6

Quiet zone Geological

background

Possibility

of strong

earthquake

Reference

Zone 1 transported

accretionary

deposit

low Lallemand

et al., 2001

Zone 2 accretionary

prism

low Lallemand and

Tsien, 1997

Zone 3 deformation

front of thrust

faults

seemly high Lallemand

et al., 2001;

Lu and Malavieille,

1994; Lu, 1994

Zone 4 brittle fracture

of upper crust

high Jeng et al., 1996;

Lu, 1994

Zone 5 continental

crust

low Lin, 2000

Zone 6 oceanic crust seemly high Deschamps

et al., 1998

Fig. 17. Influence of interval size to the computed distribution. The function is the density function of normal distribution, which has the following

form: f ðxÞ ¼ 1

r
ffiffiffiffi

2p
p exp½�ðx� lÞ2=2r2	; where l=mean and r2 = variance. The mean and the variance of the actual function are selected as 0.0 and

0.4, respectively, in this plot. Dx is the range where the total density is calculated and averaged from the data of the actual distribution.
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definition by Wallace et al. (1984), Scholz (1990) and

Sykes et al. (1999). However, if it is a nuclear waste

repository, which is supposed to have a design life of

hundreds of thousand years, a 30-year period of

observation may not be sufficient.

Nevertheless, the behavior observed in a 30-year

period is the actual behavior, which has occurred.

With a longer period of observation, the currently

observed behavior can be further modified in so far as

it differs from the longer-term behavior. Therefore,

this research does not suggest extrapolating the

observed behavior (in 30 years) to the behavior of a

much longer period (e.g., hundreds of years) right

away without support of further evidences. Mean-

while, however, the observed behavior within the

frame of this time window does not necessary contra-

dict and may not differ greatly from the reality of

behavior of longer-term period. Indeed, concerns

about the length of the time window should not

prevent us from looking into the nature of energy

release pattern and taking appropriate precautions.

4.3. Seismic behavior and risk assessment

Observations on the aspects of spatial distribution,

time variation in the forms small, medium or strong

earthquakes (expressed in term of magnitudes) of

seismic energy releasing enable us to differentiate the

seismic behavior of areas with different geological

characteristics. This approach shows advantages in

addition to the common used, probabilistic approach-

based, b-value method (Krinitzsky, 1993, 1995; Hof-

mann, 1996) since it is capable of showing local

seismic characteristics within a monitoring zone

(e.g., seismic gap) and of providing direct energy

measure. Meanwhile, the seismic behavior is charac-

terized in terms of magnitude as well. Therefore, the

joint use of this approach and the probabilistic

approach will better serve the needs from engineer-

ing concerns, e.g., seismic zonation and design

codes.

Similar to this proposed approach, the long-term

seismic risk assessment conducted by Kanaori (2000)

and Kanaori et al. (1991, 1992a,b, 1993) also focuses

on the seismic energy release rate; the seismic gap and

the relation of seismological behavior with the geo-

logical condition are emphasized as well, except that

his analysis was based on historic major earthquakes

instead of using earthquakes of all magnitudes meas-

ured by instruments.

Potentially, together with the techniques adopted in

medium-term or even short-term analysis (Mogi,

1967, 1990; Scholz, 1990), assessment on what

energy is yet to be released or what portion of stored

energy has been released by one particular major

earthquake can be possibly made provided that suffi-

cient, accurately located seismic data recorded in a

sufficiently long period is available. On the other

hand, if regions with similar geological structure

exhibit similar patterns of energy releasing, the pattern

studied from regions, which have sufficient seismic

data, can be applied to another region where the

seismic data is not sufficient for a preliminary assess-

ment.

5. Conclusion and discussion

An observational approach is adopted in this work

to identify the energy-releasing behavior of different

geological zones in Taiwan, including zones of oce-

anic subduction and continental collision or subduc-

tion. The proposed observational approach includes

the following.

(1) Construction of an energy contour map—In

conjunction with the geological map (Fig. 2) and the

tectonic framework of Taiwan, three zones requiring

observation can then be selected.

(2) Time variation of energy release—This aspect

helps to determine whether the accumulated energy is

occasionally relieved. The short-term pattern of seis-

mic energy release can be compared to the long-term

mean ‘‘energy release rate’’, and it is helpful in

identifying possible quiescence, precursory clustering

or even foreshocks (Kanamori, 1981; Mogi, 1967,

1990).

(3) Magnitude–Energy relationship—This aspect

provides information about what portion of energy is

released in terms of strong earthquakes.

(4) Magnitude–Energy–Time relationship—It pro-

vides the time variation and the associated magnitudes

of energy release (e.g., Fig. 12). Background noises

and aftershocks as well as their magnitudes of energy

can be clearly seen from this type of plot.

(5) Energy–Depth relationship—This map is

helpful in identifying the seismic pattern of differ-
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ent geological structures, e.g., the detailed struc-

tures within a subduction zone shown in Figs. 13–

15.

(6) Magnitude–Energy–Depth relationship—This

provides the time variation of energy release and the

associated magnitudes in relation to depth (e.g., Fig.

16). It shows that strong earthquake is less possible to

happen in a deeply subducted plate (with depths

greater than 50 km).

(7) Several seismic gaps were identified, which

specifies the areas where further study and evaluation

are essentially needed to access the possibility of

occurrence of strong earthquakes.

Accordingly, it has been found that the oceanic

subduction tends to be noisier by continuously emit-

ting small magnitude earthquakes, and to release

energy from a wider range of depth owing to the

existence of subducted plate. Unlike the deeply sub-

ducted plate (e.g., with depths greater than 100 km),

the surficial strata (with a depth of less than 50 km)

tend to release earthquakes in a wider range of

magnitudes, including strong and devastating earth-

quakes.

The conventional seismic hazard map is often

simply based on what have already happened in a

region concerned. For instance, a seismic gap in the

conventional map can be interpreted as a safe zone;

however, this interpretation could be misleading since

it could actually withhold a significant amount of

energy waiting to be released. From the authors’ point

of view, an adequate seismic hazard map for engineer-

ing purposes should involve the tectonic and the

geologic condition in proximity of the concerned area

and their corresponding seismic energy release pattern

as well.
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